
Gorbel® Launches New Hybrid Work Station
Crane

Hybrid Workstation Cranes are an extension of

Gorbel®’s work station crane line.

Gorbel Inc.

Gorbel's new Hybrid Cranes utilize the

strength and longevity of patented track

with the lightweight advantages of

Gorbel®’s aluminum enclosed track

bridges.

FISHERS, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES,

May 4, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Gorbel® is excited to announce the

launch of their Hybrid Workstation

Crane, an extension of their industry

leading, enclosed track work station

crane. Hybrid Cranes combine the

strength and durability of patented

track with the lightweight advantages

of Gorbel®’s aluminum enclosed track

bridges. Utilizing these two features

together allows for greater installation

flexibility to meet longer support

centers. It also allows for multiple

higher capacity bridges to be utilized

on a single crane, with no buffers. Here are some key features of the new Hybrid Work Station

Cranes:

•	Support Centers up to 50’ – With extended support centers there’s fewer floor obstructions.

This means an easier installation and more flexibility in the location of your install.

•	Multiple bridges with no buffer– Utilizing Gorbel®’s Tarca® supports and runways allows you to

support multiple 1000# to 4000# work station crane bridges, without buffers, on a single free

standing or ceiling mounted crane system. One Hybrid crane can support multiple work stations

or an entire process flow without losing usable crane coverage area to buffers. 

•	Manual Push/Pull– Optimized for easy manual movement with a custom motorized solution

available as well. Or combine with higher capacity, motorized Tarca Patented Track bridge all in a

single solution.

•	Complete Lifting Solution – incorporate a GS Hoist, a G-Force® intelligent lifting device, or both
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Hybrid Cranes utilize the strength

and longevity of patented track with

the light weight advantages of

Gorbel®’s aluminum enclosed track

bridges.

for a complete integrated system. Out of the box, plug

and play available for the GS Hoist.

"Gorbel has been custom configuring Hybrid Cranes for

years and now we’ve utilized that experience to optimize

and standardize the solution for our customers.” says

Scott Goforth, Product Marketing Manager. “This

solution fits a unique, but growing niche we are seeing

in the industry and we are extremely excited to bring

another innovative product to the market that will

expand our capability to meet the high standards our

customers have come to expect from Gorbel.”

Learn more about the Hybrid Work Station Crane at

https://www.gorbel.com/products/cranes/workstation-

cranes-and-monorails/hybrid-work-station-crane. 

About Gorbel®: Gorbel® Inc. is a leader in overhead

material handling, ergonomic lifting, and industrial fall

protection. Since 1977, Gorbel® has been dedicated to

providing high-quality solutions to protect critical

investments-people, products, and resources. As an

innovator and leader in the enclosed track work station

crane industry, Gorbel® has over 40 years of experience

providing overhead solutions from 50lbs to 40 tons to

customers in a wide range of industries. "We Improve People's Lives" is the cornerstone in

Gorbel®’s mission. We are committed to providing our customers with the highest quality

equipment and service available.  
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